Our young men believe that Paris counts for everything French and —that only there can an artist get inspiration. They would English be surprised at such a view as Anquetin took: or they would printing say, perhaps, that it was because he looked back, that he lost his way. Nor was another French artist, Jacques Blanche, who had known the great painters of the nineteenth century, happy in the twentieth century Paris. In sending me his novel, Aymeris, he wrote:
19, Rue du Dr Blanche, Auteuil.
June ]th) 1931. My dear Friend,
I hope you got my book. You will, I dare say, feel somewhat depressed at the sight of the paper it is printed on, one out of the thousand instances of the present conditions of the publisher, in this country, and of general despondency. Nobody any longer dares taking their risks, publishers and picture dealers foremost, the market being in a state of incredible collapse.
I am not going to complain; yet it is sad to think that in another ten years nothing is to remain except a sort of muddy paste of what was called a lookl Comparing the beautiful print, paper of your memories, the way they were got up and the propagation things written in English are bound to, all over the world.
Your beautiful, brilliantly composed and achieved work, in the best English, reminds me of so many people, 'milieux' and places I have most enjoyed in my past life— that I cannot refrain comparing also the atmosphere I moved in so unpleasantly in Paris—to the civilized, friendly company of artists and other distinguished people. Had I been established for good in your country—yes, even as a foreigner (which always seems difficult and is more and more so, I fear) I do think that I might have done quite differently. My 'climate, as we say, decidedly was yours; I feel it each time I set my foot upon the British soil—or when I read British literature, It is odd, indeed, considering how pro-

